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The Three-Box Solution
From the bestselling author of The Book of Awesome, You Are Awesome, and the award-winning,
multimillion-hit blog 1000 Awesome Things comes even more of the little things that make us smile
every day! Neil Pasricha is back with a collection of hundreds more awesome things from the website,
as well as never-before-seen extraordinary moments that deserve celebration: • Letting go of the gas
pump perfectly so you end on a round number • When a baby falls asleep on you • When your pet
notices you’re in a bad mood and comes to see you • Pulling a weed and getting all the roots with it •
When your windshield wipers match the beat of the song you’re listening to • When the hiccups stop •
The smooth feeling on your teeth when you get your braces off • Driving from a rough road onto a
smooth one • When the person you’re meeting is even later than you are • That guy who helps you
parallel park There’s even space for you to write your very own Awesome Things in the back. Because
couldn’t we all use (even more) awesome?

The Challenger Sale
From two influential and visionary thinkers comes a big idea that is changing the way movements catch
fire and ideas spread in our highly connected world. For the vast majority of human history, power has
been held by the few. "Old power" is closed, inaccessible, and leader-driven. Once gained, it is
jealously guarded, and the powerful spend it carefully, like currency. But the technological revolution of
the past two decades has made possible a new form of power, one that operates differently, like a
current. "New power" is made by many; it is open, participatory, often leaderless, and peer-driven. Like
water or electricity, it is most forceful when it surges. The goal with new power is not to hoard it, but to
channel it. New power is behind the rise of participatory communities like Facebook and YouTube,
sharing services like Uber and Airbnb, and rapid-fire social movements like Brexit and
#BlackLivesMatter. It explains the unlikely success of Barack Obama's 2008 campaign and the
unlikelier victory of Donald Trump in 2016. And it gives ISIS its power to propagate its brand and
distribute its violence. Even old power institutions like the Papacy, NASA, and LEGO have tapped into
the strength of the crowd to stage improbable reinventions. In New Power, the business leaders/social
visionaries Jeremy Heimans and Henry Timms provide the tools for using new power to successfully
spread an idea or lead a movement in the twenty-first century. Drawing on examples from business,
politics, and social justice, they explain the new world we live in--a world where connectivity has made
change shocking and swift and a world in which everyone expects to participate.

Still Surprised
IS YOUR WORKLOAD SLOWING YOU—AND YOUR CAREER—DOWN? Your inbox is overflowing.
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You’re paralyzed because you have too much to do but don’t know where to start. Your to-do list never
seems to get any shorter. You leave work exhausted but have little to show for it. It’s time to learn how
to get the right work done. In the HBR Guide to Getting the Right Work Done, you’ll discover how to
focus your time and energy where they will yield the greatest reward. Not only will you end each day
knowing you made progress—your improved productivity will also set you apart from the pack. Whether
you’re a new professional or an experienced one, this guide will help you: Prioritize and stay focused
Work less but accomplish more Stop bad habits and develop good ones Break overwhelming projects
into manageable pieces Conquer e-mail overload Write to-do lists that really work

Why Business Models Matter
Quick, practical management advice from Harvard Business Review to help you do your job better.
Drawing from HBR's popular Management Tip of the Day newsletter, this concise, handy guide is
packed with easy-to-read tips on a broad range of topics, organized into three major skills every
manager must master: Managing yourself Managing your team Managing your business Management
Tips 2: From Harvard Business Review puts the best management practices and insights, from top
thinkers in the field, right at your fingertips. Pick it up any time you have a few minutes to spare, and
you'll have a fresh, powerful idea you can immediately put into action. With this handy book as your
guide, you'll stand the best chance of succeeding in your role as a manager.

Confidence
The one book you need to navigate the complex decisions and critical relationships necessary to create
and sustain a healthy family business--and business family. Though "family business" may sound like it
refers only to mom-and-pop shops, businesses owned by families are among the most significant and
numerous in the world. But surprisingly few resources exist to help navigate the unique challenges you
face when you share the executive suite, tax returns, and holidays. How do you make the right
decisions, critical to the long-term survival of any business, with the added challenge of having to do so
within the context of a family? This comprehensive handbook brings you sophisticated guidance and
practical advice from family business experts Josh Baron and Rob Lachenauer. Based on their decadeslong experience working closely with a wide range of family businesses around the world, the authors
present proven methods and approaches. In the HBR Family Business Handbook you'll find: A new
perspective on what makes family businesses succeed and fail A framework to help you address the
myriad decisions facing your family business--including how to make good decisions together Step-bystep guidance to help you understand what type of family business you own, define success on your
own terms, communicate effectively, manage conflict, prepare for changes within your business family,
and transition to the next generation Key questions about wealth, unique to family businesses, that you
can't afford not to ask yourself--and your family Exercises and assessments to help you determine
where you are--and where you want to go Stories of real families and real companies, from Radio Flyer
to Sierra Nevada Brewing Company The HBR Family Business Handbook addresses these issues and
more. Keep this guide with you to help you build, grow, and sustain your family business--and your
business family--for years, and generations, to come. HBR Handbooks provide ambitious professionals
with the frameworks, advice, and tools they need to excel in their careers. With step-by-step guidance,
time-honed best practices, real-life stories, and concise explanations of research published in Harvard
Business Review, each comprehensive volume helps you to stand out from the pack--whatever your
role.

How Will You Measure Your Life? (Harvard Business Review Classics)
A Wall Street Journal Bestseller In a world of unrelenting change and unprecedented challenges, we
need organizations that are resilient and daring. Unfortunately, most organizations, overburdened by
bureaucracy, are sluggish and timid. In the age of upheaval, top-down power structures and rulechoked management systems are a liability. They crush creativity and stifle initiative. As leaders,
employees, investors, and citizens, we deserve better. We need organizations that are bold,
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entrepreneurial, and as nimble as change itself. Hence this book. In Humanocracy, Gary Hamel and
Michele Zanini make a passionate, data-driven argument for excising bureaucracy and replacing it with
something better. Drawing on more than a decade of research and packed with practical examples,
Humanocracy lays out a detailed blueprint for creating organizations that are as inspired and ingenious
as the human beings inside them. Critical building blocks include: Motivation: Rallying colleagues to the
challenge of busting bureaucracy Models: Leveraging the experience of organizations that have
profitably challenged the bureaucratic status quo Mindsets: Escaping the industrial age thinking that
frustrates progress Mobilization: Activating a pro-change coalition to hack outmoded management
systems and processes Migration: Embedding the principles of humanocracy—ownership, markets,
meritocracy, community, openness, experimentation, and paradox—in your organization's DNA If
you've finally run out of patience with bureaucratic bullshit . . . If you want to build an organization that
can outrun change . . . If you're committed to giving every team member the chance to learn, grow, and
contribute . . . . . . then this book's for you. Whatever your role or title, Humanocracy will show you how
to launch an unstoppable movement to equip and empower everyone in your organization to be their
best and to do their best. The ultimate prize: an organization that's fit for the future and fit for human
beings.

The Founder's Dilemmas
How to Innovate and Execute Leaders already know that innovation calls for a different set of activities,
skills, methods, metrics, mind-sets, and leadership approaches. And it is well understood that creating a
new business and optimizing an already existing one are two fundamentally different management
challenges. The real problem for leaders is doing both, simultaneously. How do you meet the
performance requirements of the existing business—one that is still thriving—while dramatically
reinventing it? How do you envision a change in your current business model before a crisis forces you
to abandon it? Innovation guru Vijay Govindarajan expands the leader’s innovation tool kit with a simple
and proven method for allocating the organization’s energy, time, and resources—in balanced
measure—across what he calls “the three boxes”: • Box 1: The present—Manage the core business at
peak profitability • Box 2: The past—Abandon ideas, practices, and attitudes that could inhibit
innovation • Box 3: The future—Convert breakthrough ideas into new products and businesses The
three-box framework makes leading innovation easier because it gives leaders a simple vocabulary and
set of tools for managing and measuring these different sets of behaviors and activities across all levels
of the organization. Supported with rich company examples—GE, Mahindra & Mahindra, Hasbro, IBM,
United Rentals, and Tata Consultancy Services—and testimonies of leaders who have successfully
used this framework, this book solves once and for all the practical dilemma of how to align an
organization on the critical but competing demands of innovation.

Sleeping with Your Smartphone
Argues that sustainable competitive advantage can no longer be the Holy Grail for companies due to a
constantly changing environment, and offers a new set of principles for winning in a volatile and
uncertain marketplace.

HBR's 10 Must Reads on Strategy, Vol. 2 (with bonus article "Creating Shared Value"
By Michael E. Porter and Mark R. Kramer)
In Transparency, the authors–a powerhouse trio in the field of leadership–look at what conspires
against "a culture of candor" in organizations to create disastrous results, and suggest ways that
leaders can achieve healthy and honest openness. They explore the lightning-rod concept of
"transparency"–which has fast become the buzzword not only in business and corporate settings but in
government and the social sector as well. Together Bennis, Goleman, and O'Toole explore why the
containment of truth is the dearest held value of far too many organizations and suggest practical ways
that organizations, their leaders, their members, and their boards can achieve openness. After years of
dedicating themselves to research and theory, at first separately, and now jointly, these three
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leadership giants reveal the multifaceted importance of candor and show what promotes transparency
and what hinders it. They describe how leaders often stymie the flow of information and the structural
impediments that keep information from getting where it needs to go. This vital resource is written for
any organization–business, government, and nonprofit–that must achieve a culture of candor, truth, and
transparency.

Leading Change
Now available in paperback, with an all new Reader's guide, The New York Times and Business Week
bestseller Co-opetition revolutionized the game of business. With over 40,000 copies sold and now in
its 9th printing, Co-opetition is a business strategy that goes beyond the old rules of competition and
cooperation to combine the advantages of both. Co-opetition is a pioneering, high profit means of
leveraging business relationships. Intel, Nintendo, American Express, NutraSweet, American Airlines,
and dozens of other companies have been using the strategies of co-opetition to change the game of
business to their benefit. Formulating strategies based on game theory, authors Brandenburger and
Nalebuff created a book that's insightful and instructive for managers eager to move their companies
into a new mind set.

Co-Opetition
It used to take years or even decades for disruptive innovations to dethrone dominant products and
services. But now any business can be devastated virtually overnight by something better and cheaper.
How can executives protect themselves and harness the power of Big Bang Disruption? Just a few
years ago, drivers happily spent more than $200 for a GPS unit. But as smartphones exploded in
popularity, free navigation apps exceeded the performance of stand-alone devices. Eighteen months
after the debut of the navigation apps, leading GPS manufacturers had lost 85 percent of their market
value. Consumer electronics and computer makers have long struggled in a world of exponential
technology improvements and short product life spans. But until recently, hotels, taxi services, doctors,
and energy companies had little to fear from the information revolution. Those days are gone forever.
Software-based products are replacing physical goods. And every service provider must compete with
cloud-based tools that offer customers a better way to interact. Today, start-ups with minimal
experience and no capital can unravel your strategy before you even begin to grasp what’s happening.
Never mind the “innovator’s dilemma”—this is the innovator’s disaster. And it’s happening in nearly
every industry. Worse, Big Bang Disruptors may not even see you as competition. They don’t share
your approach to customer service, and they’re not sizing up your product line to offer better prices.
You may simply be collateral damage in their efforts to win completely different markets. The good
news is that any business can master the strategy of the start-ups. Larry Downes and Paul Nunes
analyze the origins, economics, and anatomy of Big Bang Disruption. They identify four key stages of
the new innovation life cycle, helping you spot potential disruptors in time. And they offer twelve rules
for defending your markets, launching disruptors of your own, and getting out while there’s still time.
Based on extensive research by the Accenture Institute for High Performance and in-depth interviews
with entrepreneurs, investors, and executives from more than thirty industries, Big Bang Disruption will
arm you with strategies and insights to thrive in this brave new world.

Harvard Business Review
From the boardroom to the locker room to the living room—how winners become winners . . . and stay
that way. Is success simply a matter of money and talent? Or is there another reason why some people
and organizations always land on their feet, while others, equally talented, stumble again and again?
There’s a fundamental principle at work—the vital but previously unexamined factor called
confidence—that permits unexpected people to achieve high levels of performance through routines
that activate talent. Confidence explains: • Why the University of Connecticut women’s basketball team
continues its winning ways even though recent teams lack the talent of their predecessors • Why some
companies are always positively perceived by employees, customers, Wall Street analysts, and the
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media while others are under a perpetual cloud • How a company like Gillette or a team like the
Chicago Cubs ends a losing streak and breaks out of a circle of doom • The lessons a politician such as
Nelson Mandela, who resisted the temptation to take revenge after being released from prison and
assuming power, offers for leaders in both advanced democracies and trouble spots like the Middle
East From the simplest ball games to the most complicated business and political situations, the
common element in winning is a basic truth about people: They rise to the occasion when leaders help
them gain the confidence to do it. Confidence is the new theory and practice of success, explaining why
success and failure are not mere episodes but self-perpetuating trajectories. Rosabeth Moss Kanter
shows why organizations of all types may be brimming with talent but not be winners, and provides
people in leadership positions with a practical program for either maintaining a winning streak or turning
around a downward spiral. Confidence is based on an extraordinary investigation of success and failure
in companies such as Continental Airlines, Seagate, and Verizon and sports teams such as the
University of North Carolina women’s soccer team, New England Patriots, and Philadelphia Eagles, as
well as schools, health care, and politics. Packed with brilliant, practical ideas such as “powerlessness
corrupts” and the “timidity of mediocrity,” Confidence provides fresh thinking for perpetuating winning
streaks and ending losing streaks in all facets of life—from the factors that can make or break
corporations and governments to the keys for successful relationships in the workplace or at home.

The Experience Economy
Are you at risk of being trapped in an uncompetitive business? Chances are the strategies that worked
well for you even a few years ago no longer deliver the results you need. Dramatic changes in business
have unearthed a major gap between traditional approaches to strategy and the way the real world
works now. In short, strategy is stuck. Most leaders are using frameworks that were designed for a
different era of business and based on a single dominant idea—that the purpose of strategy is to
achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. Once the premise on which all strategies were built, this
idea is increasingly irrelevant. Now, Columbia Business School professor and globally recognized
strategy expert Rita Gunther McGrath argues that it’s time to go beyond the very concept of sustainable
competitive advantage. Instead, organizations need to forge a new path to winning: capturing
opportunities fast, exploiting them decisively, and moving on even before they are exhausted. She
shows how to do this with a new set of practices based on the notion of transient competitive
advantage. This book serves as a new playbook for strategy, one based on updated assumptions about
how the world works, and shows how some of the world’s most successful companies use this method
to compete and win today. Filled with compelling examples from “growth outlier” firms such as Fujifilm,
Cognizant Technology Solutions, Infosys, Yahoo! Japan, and Atmos Energy, The End of Competitive
Advantage is your guide to renewed success and profitable growth in an economy increasingly defined
by transient advantage.

Transparency
How do some people bounce back with vigor from daily setbacks, professional crises, or even intense
personal trauma? This book reveals the key traits of those who emerge stronger from challenges, helps
you train your brain to withstand the stresses of daily life, and presents an approach to an effective
career reboot. This volume includes the work of: Daniel Goleman Jeffrey A. Sonnenfeld Shawn Achor
This collection of articles includes “How Resilience Works,” by Diane Coutu; “Resilience for the Rest of
Us,” by Daniel Goleman; “How to Evaluate, Manage, and Strengthen Your Resilience,” by David
Kopans; “Find the Coaching in Criticism,” by Sheila Heen and Douglas Stone; “Firing Back: How Great
Leaders Rebound After Career Disasters,” by Jeffrey A. Sonnenfeld and Andrew J. Ward; and
“Resilience Is About How You Recharge, Not How You Endure,” by Shawn Achor and Michelle Gielan.
How to be human at work. The HBR Emotional Intelligence Series features smart, essential reading on
the human side of professional life from the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each book in the
series offers proven research showing how our emotions impact our work lives, practical advice for
managing difficult people and situations, and inspiring essays on what it means to tend to our emotional
well-being at work. Uplifting and practical, these books describe the social skills that are critical for
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ambitious professionals to master.

The End of Competitive Advantage
Business Models for Transforming Customer Relationships What if there were a way to turn occasional,
sporadic transactions with customers into long-term, continuous relationships--while simultaneously
driving dramatic improvements in operational efficiency? What if you could break your existing tradeoffs between superior customer experience and low cost? This is the promise of a connected strategy.
New forms of connectivity--involving frequent, low-friction, customized interactions--mean that
companies can now anticipate customer needs as they arise, or even before. Simultaneously, enabled
by these technologies, companies can create new business models that deliver more value to
customers. Connected strategies are win-win: Customers get a dramatically improved experience, while
companies boost operational efficiency. In this book, strategy and operations experts Nicolaj Siggelkow
and Christian Terwiesch reveal the emergence of connected strategies as a new source of competitive
advantage. With in-depth examples from companies operating in industries such as healthcare,
financial services, mobility, retail, entertainment, nonprofit, and education, Connected Strategy identifies
the four pathways--respond-to-desire, curated offering, coach behavior, and automatic execution--for
turning episodic interactions into continuous relationships. The authors show how each pathway
creates a competitive advantage, then guide you through the critical decisions for creating and
implementing your own connected strategies. Whether you're trying to revitalize strategy in an
established company or disrupt an industry as a startup, this book will help you: Reshape your
connections with your customers Find new ways to connect with existing suppliers while also activating
new sources of capacity Create the right revenue model Make the best technology choices to support
your strategy Integrating rich examples, how-to advice, and practical tools in the form of "workshop
chapters" throughout, this book is the ultimate resource for creating competitive advantage through
connected relationships with your customers and redefined connections in your industry.

The Challenger Customer
The End of Assembly Line Management We’re in the midst of a revolution. Quantum leaps in
technology are enabling organizations to observe and measure people’s behavior in real time,
communicate internally at extraordinary speed, and innovate continuously. These new, software-driven
technologies are transforming the way companies interact with their customers, employees, and other
stakeholders. This is no mere tech issue. The transformation requires a complete rethinking of the way
we organize and manage work. And, as software becomes ever more integrated into every product and
service, making this big shift is quickly becoming the key operational challenge for businesses of all
kinds. We need a management model that doesn’t merely account for, but actually embraces,
continuous change. Yet the truth is, most organizations continue to rely on outmoded, industrial-era
operational models. They structure their teams, manage their people, and evolve their organizational
cultures the way they always have. Now, organizations are emerging, and thriving, based on their
capacity to sense and respond instantly to customer and employee behaviors. In Sense and Respond,
Jeff Gothelf and Josh Seiden, leading tech experts and founders of the global Lean UX movement,
vividly show how these companies operate, highlighting the new mindset and skills needed to lead and
manage them—and to continuously innovate within them. In illuminating and instructive business
examples, you’ll see organizations with distinctively new operating principles: shifting from managing
outputs to what the authors call “outcome-focused management”; forming self-guided teams that can
read and react to a fast-changing environment; creating a learning-all-the-time culture that can
understand and respond to new customer behaviors and the data they generate; and finally, developing
in everyone at the company the new universal skills of customer listening, assessment, and response.
This engaging and practical book provides the crucial new operational and management model to help
you and your organization win in a world of continuous change.

The End of Corporate Imperialism
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Describes how many companies erroneously believe that customer loyalty is won by dazzling them, but
that research and surveys show that loyalty is based on delivering on basic promises and offers insights
for companies to use to improve brand loyalty.

Blockchain
Offers advice on how to lead an organization into change, including establishing a sense of urgency,
developing a vision and strategy, and generating short-term wins.

Why Should Anyone Be Led by You?
How to close the gap between strategy and execution Two-thirds of executives say their organizations
don’t have the capabilities to support their strategy. In Strategy That Works, Paul Leinwand and Cesare
Mainardi explain why. They identify conventional business practices that unintentionally create a gap
between strategy and execution. And they show how some of the best companies in the world
consistently leap ahead of their competitors. Based on new research, the authors reveal five practices
for connecting strategy and execution used by highly successful enterprises such as IKEA, Natura,
Danaher, Haier, and Lego. These companies: • Commit to what they do best instead of chasing
multiple opportunities • Build their own unique winning capabilities instead of copying others • Put their
culture to work instead of struggling to change it • Invest where it matters instead of going lean across
the board • Shape the future instead of reacting to it Packed with tools you can use for building these
five practices into your organization and supported by in-depth profiles of companies that are known for
making their strategy work, this is your guide for reconnecting strategy to execution.

The Effortless Experience
The one primer you need to develop your managerial and leadership skills. Whether you’re a new
manager or looking to have more influence in your current management role, the challenges you face
come in all shapes and sizes—a direct report’s anxious questions, your boss’s last-minute assignment
of an important presentation, or a blank business case staring you in the face. To reach your full
potential in these situations, you need to master a new set of business and personal skills. Packed with
step-by-step advice and wisdom from Harvard Business Review’s management archive, the HBR
Manager’s Handbook provides best practices on topics from understanding key financial statements
and the fundamentals of strategy to emotional intelligence and building your employees’ trust. The
book’s brief sections allow you to home in quickly on the solutions you need right away—or take a
deeper dive if you need more context. Keep this comprehensive guide with you throughout your career
and be a more impactful leader in your organization. In the HBR Manager’s Handbook you’ll find: - Stepby-step guidance through common managerial tasks - Short sections and chapters that you can turn to
quickly as a need arises - Self-assessments throughout - Exercises and templates to help you practice
and apply the concepts in the book - Concise explanations of the latest research and thinking on
important management skills from Harvard Business Review experts such as Dan Goleman, Clayton
Christensen, John Kotter, and Michael Porter - Real-life stories from working managers - Recaps and
action items at the end of each chapter that allow you to reinforce or review the ideas quickly The skills
covered in the book include: - Transitioning into a leadership role - Building trust and credibility Developing emotional intelligence - Becoming a person of influence - Developing yourself as a leader Giving effective feedback - Leading teams - Fostering creativity - Mastering the basics of strategy Learning to use financial tools - Developing a business case

Seven Strategy Questions
Do you have the right strategy to lead your company into the future? Get more of the management
ideas you want, from the authors you trust, with HBR's 10 Must Reads on Strategy (Vol. 2). We've
combed through hundreds of Harvard Business Review articles and selected the most important ones
to help you combat new competitors and define the best strategy for your company. With insights from
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leading experts including Michael E. Porter, A.G. Lafley, and Clayton M. Christensen, this book will
inspire you to: Choose a strategy that meets the demands of your competitive environment Identify the
signals of disruption and take steps to avoid it Understand lean methodology and how it is changing
business Transform your products and services into platforms Instill your strategy with creativity and
purpose Generate value for your company, while also contributing to society This collection of articles
includes "Your Strategy Needs a Strategy," by Martin Reeves, Claire Love, and Philipp Tillmanns;
"Transient Advantage," by Rita Gunther McGrath; "Bringing Science to the Art of Strategy," by A.G.
Lafley, Roger L. Martin, Jan W. Rivkin, and Nicolaj Siggelkow; "Managing Risks: A New Framework,"
by Robert S. Kaplan and Anette Mikes; "Surviving Disruption," by Maxwell Wessel and Clayton M.
Christensen; "The Great Repeatable Business Model," by Chris Zook and James Allen; 'Pipelines,
Platforms, and the New Rules of Strategy," by Marshall W. Van Alstyne, Geoffrey G. Parker, and
Sangeet Paul Choudary; "Why the Lean Start-Up Changes Everything," by Steve Blank; "Strategy
Needs Creativity," by Adam Brandenburger; "Put Purpose at the Core of Your Strategy," by Thomas W.
Malnight, Ivy Buche, and Charles Dhanaraj; "Creating Shared Value," by Michael E. Porter and Mark R.
Kramer.

Resilience (HBR Emotional Intelligence Series)
The Founder's Dilemmas examines how early decisions by entrepreneurs can make or break a startup
and its team. Drawing on a decade of research, including quantitative data on almost ten thousand
founders as well as inside stories of founders like Evan Williams of Twitter and Tim Westergren of
Pandora, Noam Wasserman reveals the common pitfalls founders face and how to avoid them.

Sense and Respond
An intimate look at the founding father of the modern leadership movement Warren Bennis is an
acclaimed American scholar, successful organizational consultant and author, and an expert in the field
of leadership. His much awaited memoir is filled with insights about the successes and failures from his
long and storied life and career. Bennis' life and career have traversed eight decades of first-hand
experience with tumultuous episodes of recent history-from Jewish child in a gentile town in the 30's, a
young army recruit in the Battle of the Bulge to a college student in the one of the first progressive
precursors to the civil rights movement to a patient undergoing daily psychoanalysis for five years, and
later a university provost during the Vietnam protests. Reveals the triumphs and struggles of the man
who is considered the pioneer in the contemporary field of leadership studies Bennis is the author of 27
books including the bestseller On Becoming a Leader This is first book to examine the extraordinary life
of Warren Bennis by the man himself.

Harvard Business Review on Increasing Customer Loyalty
What's the secret to sales success? If you're like most business leaders, you'd say it's fundamentally
about relationships-and you'd be wrong. The best salespeople don't just build relationships with
customers. They challenge them. The need to understand what top-performing reps are doing that their
average performing colleagues are not drove Matthew Dixon, Brent Adamson, and their colleagues at
Corporate Executive Board to investigate the skills, behaviors, knowledge, and attitudes that matter
most for high performance. And what they discovered may be the biggest shock to conventional sales
wisdom in decades. Based on an exhaustive study of thousands of sales reps across multiple industries
and geographies, The Challenger Sale argues that classic relationship building is a losing approach,
especially when it comes to selling complex, large-scale business-to-business solutions. The authors'
study found that every sales rep in the world falls into one of five distinct profiles, and while all of these
types of reps can deliver average sales performance, only one-the Challenger- delivers consistently
high performance. Instead of bludgeoning customers with endless facts and features about their
company and products, Challengers approach customers with unique insights about how they can save
or make money. They tailor their sales message to the customer's specific needs and objectives.
Rather than acquiescing to the customer's every demand or objection, they are assertive, pushing back
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when necessary and taking control of the sale. The things that make Challengers unique are replicable
and teachable to the average sales rep. Once you understand how to identify the Challengers in your
organization, you can model their approach and embed it throughout your sales force. The authors
explain how almost any average-performing rep, once equipped with the right tools, can successfully
reframe customers' expectations and deliver a distinctive purchase experience that drives higher levels
of customer loyalty and, ultimately, greater growth.

The Harvard Business Review Manager's Handbook
A new classic, cited by leaders and media around the globe as a highly recommended read for anyone
interested in innovation. In The Innovator’s DNA, authors Jeffrey Dyer, Hal Gregersen, and bestselling
author Clayton Christensen (The Innovator’s Dilemma, The Innovator’s Solution, How Will You Measure
Your Life?) build on what we know about disruptive innovation to show how individuals can develop the
skills necessary to move progressively from idea to impact. By identifying behaviors of the world’s best
innovators—from leaders at Amazon and Apple to those at Google, Skype, and Virgin Group—the
authors outline five discovery skills that distinguish innovative entrepreneurs and executives from
ordinary managers: Associating, Questioning, Observing, Networking, and Experimenting. Once you
master these competencies (the authors provide a self-assessment for rating your own innovator’s
DNA), the authors explain how to generate ideas, collaborate to implement them, and build innovation
skills throughout the organization to result in a competitive edge. This innovation advantage will
translate into a premium in your company’s stock price—an innovation premium—which is possible only
by building the code for innovation right into your organization’s people, processes, and guiding
philosophies. Practical and provocative, The Innovator’s DNA is an essential resource for individuals
and teams who want to strengthen their innovative prowess.

Connected Strategy
"Argues that monitoring one's electronic business communication 24/7 is actually counterproductive
and offers a plan for companies to take time to ""disconnect"" in order to boost their productivity."

Big Bang Disruption
Simons presents the seven key questions a manager and his team must continually ask. Drawing on
decades of research into performance management systems and organization design, "Seven Strategy
Questions" is a no-nonsense, must-read resource for all leaders in any organization.

The Innovator's DNA
Does the character of our leaders matter? You may think this question was answered long ago.
Countless business authors and analysts have assured us that great leadership demands great
character. Time and again, we’ve seen that truth play out, as once-thriving organizations falter and fail
under the guidance of leaders behaving badly. Why, then, do so many executives remain skeptical
about the true value of leadership character? A winning strategy and a sound business model are what
really matter, they argue; character is just the icing on the cake. What’s been missing from this debate
is hard evidence: data that shows not only that leadership character matters for organizational success,
but how it matters; and concrete evidence that it leads to better business results. Now, in this
groundbreaking book, respected leadership researcher, adviser, and author Fred Kiel offers that
evidence—solid data that demonstrates the connection between character, leadership excellence, and
organizational results. After seven years of rigorous research based on a landmark study of more than
100 CEOs and over 8,000 of their employees’ observations, Kiel’s findings show that leaders of strong
character achieved up to five times the ROA for their organizations as did leaders of weak character.
Return on Character goes on to reveal: • How leadership character is formed, how it creates value, and
how that value spreads throughout the organization • How low-character leaders undermine the
success of even the best business plans • How leaders at any level can develop the habits of strong
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character and “unlearn” the habits of poor character The book also provides a character-building
methodology—step-by-step advice and techniques for assessing your own character habits and
improving your performance and that of your organization. Return on Character provides the blueprint
for building your own leadership character and creating a character-driven organization that achieves
superior business results.

Humanocracy
Hundreds of millions of people in China, India, Indonesia, and Brazil are eager to enter the
marketplace. Yet multinational companies typically pitch their products to emerging markets' tiny
segment of affluent buyers, and thus miss out on much larger markets further down the socioeconomic
pyramid—which local rivals snap up. By applying the authors' recommendations, you can position
yourself to compete innovatively in developing countries—and to unlock major new sources of revenue
for your business. Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough
ideas in management practice. The Harvard Business Review Classics series now offers you the
opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your permanent management library. Each highly
readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire
countless managers around the world.

Return on Character
What really sets the best managers above the rest? It’s their power to build a cadre of employees who
have great inner work lives—consistently positive emotions; strong motivation; and favorable
perceptions of the organization, their work, and their colleagues. The worst managers undermine inner
work life, often unwittingly. As Teresa Amabile and Steven Kramer explain in The Progress Principle,
seemingly mundane workday events can make or break employees’ inner work lives. But it’s forward
momentum in meaningful work—progress—that creates the best inner work lives. Through rigorous
analysis of nearly 12,000 diary entries provided by 238 employees in 7 companies, the authors explain
how managers can foster progress and enhance inner work life every day. The book shows how to
remove obstacles to progress, including meaningless tasks and toxic relationships. It also explains how
to activate two forces that enable progress: (1) catalysts—events that directly facilitate project work,
such as clear goals and autonomy—and (2) nourishers—interpersonal events that uplift workers,
including encouragement and demonstrations of respect and collegiality. Brimming with honest
examples from the companies studied, The Progress Principle equips aspiring and seasoned leaders
alike with the insights they need to maximize their people’s performance.

Firing Back
Four years ago, the bestselling authors of The Challenger Sale overturned decades of conventional
wisdom with a bold new approach to sales. Now their latest research reveals something even more
surprising: Being a Challenger seller isn't enough. Your success or failure also depends on who you
challenge. Picture your ideal customer: friendly, eager to meet, ready to coach you through the sale and
champion your products and services across the organization. It turns out that's the last person you
need. Most marketing and sales teams go after low-hanging fruit: buyers who are eager and have
clearly articulated needs. That's simply human nature; it's much easier to build a relationship with
someone who always makes time for you, engages with your content, and listens attentively. But
according to brand-new CEB research--based on data from thousands of B2B marketers, sellers, and
buyers around the world--the highest-performing teams focus their time on potential customers who are
far more skeptical, far less interested in meeting, and ultimately agnostic as to who wins the deal. How
could this be? The authors of The Challenger Customer reveal that high-performing B2B teams grasp
something that their average-performing peers don't: Now that big, complex deals increasingly require
consensus among a wide range of players across the organization, the limiting factor is rarely the
salesperson's inability to get an individual stakeholder to agree to a solution. More often it's that the
stakeholders inside the company can't even agree with one another about what the problem is. It turns
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out only a very specific type of customer stakeholder has the credibility, persuasive skill, and will to
effectively challenge his or her colleagues to pursue anything more ambitious than the status quo.
These customers get deals to the finish line far more often than friendlier stakeholders who seem so
receptive at first. In other words, Challenger sellers do best when they target Challenger customers.
The Challenger Customer unveils research-based tools that will help you distinguish the "Talkers" from
the "Mobilizers" in any organization. It also provides a blueprint for finding them, engaging them with
disruptive insight, and equipping them to effectively challenge their own organization.

New Power
Too many companies are managed not by leaders, but by mere role players and faceless bureaucrats.
What does it take to be a real leader—one who is confident in who she is and what she stands for, and
who truly inspires people to achieve extraordinary results? Rob Goffee and Gareth Jones argue that
leaders don’t become great by aspiring to a list of universal character traits. Rather, effective leaders
are authentic: they deploy individual strengths to engage followers’ hearts, minds, and souls. They are
skillful at consistently being themselves, even as they alter their behaviors to respond effectively in
changing contexts. In this lively and practical book, Goffee and Jones draw from extensive research to
reveal how to hone and deploy one’s unique leadership assets while managing the inherent tensions at
the heart of successful leadership: showing emotion and withholding it, getting close to followers while
keeping distance, and maintaining individuality while “conforming enough.” Underscoring the social
nature of leadership, the book also explores how leaders can remain attuned to the needs and
expectations of followers. Why Should Anyone Be Led By You? will forever change how we view,
develop, and practice the art of leadership, wherever we live and work.

The Book of (Even More) Awesome
Management Tips 2
Can blockchain solve your biggest business problem? While the world is transfixed by bitcoin mania,
your competitors are tuning out the noise and making strategic bets on blockchain. Your rivals are
effortlessly tracking every last link in their supply chains. They're making bureaucratic paper trails
obsolete while keeping their customers' data safer and discovering new ways to use this next
foundational technology to sustain their competitive advantage. What should you be doing with
blockchain now to ensure that your business is poised for success? "Blockchain: The Insights You
Need from Harvard Business Review" brings you today's most essential thinking on blockchain,
explains how to get the right initiatives started at your company, and prepares you to seize the
opportunity of the coming blockchain wave. Business is changing. Will you adapt or be left behind? Get
up to speed and deepen your understanding of the topics that are shaping your company's future with
the Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review series. Featuring HBR's smartest thinking on fastmoving issues--blockchain, cybersecurity, AI, and more--each book provides the foundational
introduction and practical case studies your organization needs to compete today and collects the best
research, interviews, and analysis to get it ready for tomorrow. You can't afford to ignore how these
issues will transform the landscape of business and society. The Insights You Need series will help you
grasp these critical ideas--and prepare you and your company for the future.

HBR Guide to Getting the Right Work Done (HBR Guide Series)
The Harvard Business Review Family Business Handbook
In the spring of 2010, Harvard Business School’s graduating class asked HBS professor Clay
Christensen to address them—but not on how to apply his principles and thinking to their post-HBS
careers. The students wanted to know how to apply his wisdom to their personal lives. He shared with
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them a set of guidelines that have helped him find meaning in his own life, which led to this now-classic
article. Although Christensen’s thinking is rooted in his deep religious faith, these are strategies anyone
can use. Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough ideas in
management practice. The Harvard Business Review Classics series now offers you the opportunity to
make these seminal pieces a part of your permanent management library. Each highly readable volume
contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire countless managers
around the world.

Stall Points
Sonnenfeld and Ward show how to rise Phoenix-like from the ashes. Their account of the psychological
and behavioral foundations of that important qualityresilienceis important reading for everyone who will
ever face a reversal of fortune.Jeffrey Pfeffer, Thomas D. Dee II Professor of Organizational Behavior,
Graduate School of Business, Stanford University Is it possible to rescue your career and restore your
reputation after a major professional setback? In an age rife with press accounts of disgraced CEOs,
politicians, and celebritiesas well as courageous but beleaguered whistleblowers and victims of rivals or
envious colleagues and bossesthis question has grown more important than ever. In Firing Back,
Jeffrey Sonnenfeld and Andrew Ward answer the question with a resounding Yes. They go on to lay out
a practical and an important five-step process for actually recovering from setbacks. Following these
steps will help guide you through the difficult circumstances, rebuild your reputation, and chart a new
future. The authors also explore strategies for surmounting common barriers to career recovery,
including tricky corporate cultures and psychological stresses. Anchored in decades of research and
scholarly studies across multiple fields, this book is packed with engrossing stories and first-hand
accounts from humbled but restored CEOs and executives from firms as diverse as General Electric,
The Home Depot, Morgan Stanley, Apple, Staples, and Hewlett-Packard. Firing Back offers a clear plan
for anyone who needs to recover from a career setback and reclaim lost prestige and reputationwhether
the setback stemmed from his own actions or forces outside her control.

The End of Competitive Advantage
How do you keep your customers coming back - and get them to bring others? This collection of HBR
articles helps you: turn angry customers into loyal advocates; get more people to recommend you;
boost customer satisfaction by satisfying your employees; and, focus on profitable customers - whether
they're loyal or not.

Strategy That Works
The Progress Principle
Future economic growth lies in the value of experiences and transformations--good and services are no
longer enough. We are on the threshold, say authors Pine and Gilmore, of the Experience Economy, a
new economic era in which all businesses must orchestrate memorable events for their customers. The
Experience Economy offers a creative, highly original, and yet eminently practical strategy for
companies to script and stage the experiences that will transform the value of what they produce. From
America Online to Walt Disney, the authors draw from a rich and varied mix of examples that showcase
businesses in the midst of creating personal experiences for both consumers and businesses. The
authors urge managers to look beyond traditional pricing factors like time and cost, and consider
charging for the value of the transformation that an experience offers. Goods and services, say Pine
and Gilmore, are no longer enough. Experiences and transformations are the basis for future economic
growth, and The Experience Economy is the script from which managers can begin to direct their own
transformations.
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